Technology powering the performance of event suppliers

Collaboration
Does this sound all too familiar?
¾ Clients are always complaining we don't give them enough advanced warning on when art work is due.
¾ My customer has internal struggles over billing when her clients say,” they never approved the work.”
¾ Production is just not in sync with design on what is ready to produce.
¾ When we discuss overruns it would help if we could show the history of all the changes made to a single graphic.

What’s in it for me?
Reduce design hours required to reach approval. Obtain documented business compliance to deadlines.

So how much money went into the trash bin from your designers’ desktops?

Collaboration
There is no single cost, outside of direct labor or materials in a Project that can erode your profitability more than unnecessary redo of
a design or graphic layout in an effort to get approval. The struggle is not always with clients either. Does you production team suffer
from approval delays and clear direction when your AE or AM/PM travel?
 Easily access all files related to a Project in a single view
 Place threaded discussions directly on the file and add Task notifications to file changes
 Use digital flags to change file statuses and automatically sort information on user screens

Cost over runs due to late approvals? Can you show a clear report why?

Collaboration
Tracking the history of file edits can help avoid later arguments over the costs of multiple changes. Reports specially targeting recent
changes in file status or new notes added help keep your team on top of every change. The best part is that you and your client can
review any Project in progress or return to an archived Project to reference earlier efforts. And easily view file histories.
 View the history of a single file through all of its versions
 Annotate online and be able to print full size documents at show site.
 Quickly view which files are ready for Production and which are slipping through the crack
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